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Abstract

Multiplex families ascertained through multiple alcohol dependent individuals appear to transmit alcohol and drug use disorders
at higher rates than randomly selected families of alcoholics. Our goal was to investigate the risk of developing specific psychiatric
diagnoses during childhood or adolescence in association with familial risk status (high-risk [HR] or low-risk [LR]) and parental
diagnosis. Using a prospective longitudinal design, HR offspring from three generation multiplex alcohol dependence families and
LR control families were followed yearly. Data analysis was based on consensus diagnoses from 1738 yearly evaluations
conducted with the offspring and a parent using the K-SADS, and separately modeled the effects of familial susceptibility and
exposure to parental alcohol dependence. Multiplex family membership and parental alcohol and drug dependence significantly
increased the odds that offspring would experience some form of psychopathology during childhood or adolescence, particularly
externalizing disorders. Additionally, parental alcohol dependence increased the odds that adolescent offspring would have major
depressive disorder (MDD). While it is well known that parental substance dependence is associated with externalizing psycho-
pathology, the increased risk for MDD seen during adolescence in the present study suggests the need for greater vigilance of these
children.
© 2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It has long been known that first-degree relatives
of alcohol or drug dependent probands have an
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increased risk for developing alcoholism (Hill et al.,
1977; Merikangas et al., 1998) and drug dependence
(Hill et al., 1977; Croughan, 1985) over that seen in
the general population. Genetic influence on substance
use disorders are well established based on compar-
isons of rates of these disorders in monozygotic and
dizygotic twins (Gurling et al., 1985; Tsuang et al.,
1998; Kendler et al., 2000) and in adopted away
rved.
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offspring of biological parents with alcoholism (Good-
win et al., 1973) and drug dependence (Cadoret et al.,
1996).

Multiplex families ascertained through multiple
alcohol dependent individuals appear to transmit alcohol
and drug use disorders at even higher rates than
randomly selected families of alcoholics (Hill and
Muka, 1996; Hill et al., 1999a), providing an opportu-
nity for identification of neurobiological markers and
genetic polymorphisms for disease susceptibility (Mor-
ton and Mi, 1968; Smalley et al., 2000; Seidman et al.,
2002). Genes contributing to susceptibility for adult
onset alcohol dependence may have pleiotropic effects
in childhood that increase risk for a broad spectrum of
child and adolescent psychopathology. Obtaining a
better understanding of this relationship will require
uncovering reliable rates of illness in offspring.

Variation in reported rates of child psychiatric
disorders in children of AD parents has been noted
(Kuperman et al., 1999). Among the factors influencing
reported rates are the presence of comorbid psychiatric
illness in the AD parent, variation in sample origin
(treated versus untreated), and use of relatively small
samples. The ascertainment schema used (multiplex
versus random samples of unselected alcoholics) may
also be an important source of variation. Recent reports
from the Collaborative Study on the Genetics of
Alcoholism (COGA) study (Kuperman et al., 1999;
Ohannessian et al., 2004) and those from our samples
(Hill and Muka, 1996; Hill et al., 1999a) are based on
offspring from multiplex families. Offspring from
unselected families of alcohol dependent parents can
be expected to have fewer AD relatives and may have a
less severe form of the disorder.

In spite of the varied nature of sample selection,
overall, children of alcohol and drug dependent
individuals appear to have an increased risk for
developing externalizing disorders including elevations
in Conduct Disorder (CD), Oppositional Defiant Dis-
order (ODD), and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) (Earls et al., 1988; Reich et al.,
1993; Hill and Muka, 1996; Hill et al., 1999a; Kuper-
man et al., 1999; Merikangas and Avenevoli, 2000;
Ohannessian et al., 2004). Elevations in internalizing
disorders have also been noted, particularly for over-
anxious disorder (Reich et al., 1993) and affective
disorders (Hill et al., 1999a).

Although there is general agreement that high-risk
offspring are more prone to experience disorders during
childhood and adolescence, significant gaps in our
knowledge of specific risk factors associated with
development of child and adolescent disorders persist.
Complicating the study of increased genetic suscept-
ibility for alcohol dependence (AD) using offspring
from families with multiple cases of AD is the
concurrent environmental exposure to AD relatives
that often results in greater adversity, especially if the
relative is a parent. Although gene by environment
interactions have been demonstrated for alcohol depen-
dence and other psychiatric disorders, specifying salient
environmental influences has been challenging for the
field (Gunzerath and Goldman, 2003). Among the
issues needing further study are the role of familial/
genetic loading for alcoholism versus the influence of
parental alcohol dependence, and more specifically the
role of maternal versus paternal alcohol dependence.
Additionally, the possible contribution of parental
comorbid conditions in the development of these
disorders, and the temporal progression of psycho-
pathology in childhood and adolescence have largely
been unexplored. With two large-scale family studies
ongoing in our laboratory in which third generation
offspring have been evaluated longitudinally through
childhood and adolescence, we were in a position to
begin to answer some of these questions. Moreover,
because one of the studies ascertained families through
the presence of a pair of adult alcohol dependent sisters,
while the other selected families through the presence of
a pair of adult alcohol dependent brothers, we were in a
position to compare the influence of parental alcohol
dependence by gender.

2. Methods

2.1. Description of family studies

The high and low-risk (control) children/adolescents
were participants in one of two ongoing family studies
(Cognitive and Personality Factors in Relatives of
Alcoholics family study [CPFFS] and the Biological
Risk Factors in Relatives of Alcoholic Women family
study [BRFFS]). The high-risk families had been
identified through a proband pair of alcohol dependent
siblings. One member of the pair was in a substance
abuse treatment facility in the Pittsburgh area at the time
of recruitment (late 1980's and early 1990's). Probands
were screened (Diagnostic Interview Schedule [DIS])
(Robins et al., 1981) for the presence of alcohol
dependence (AD) and other Axis I (DSM-III) psycho-
pathology (Feighner Criteria for AD was also obtained).
Family history information for biological relatives
provided screening information to determine if the
proband might have a same-sex sibling meeting criteria
for alcohol dependence. If this appeared to be the case,
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the proband assisted in the recruitment of his/her sibling
who then completed the same diagnostic assessments.

2.2. Inclusion criteria for high-risk families

Probands and their families were selected if a pair of
same-sexed adult siblings with an alcohol dependence
diagnosis was present (sister pairs for the BRFFS study
and brother pairs for the CPFFS study). Each multiplex
family required the screening of approximately 100
families to meet the present goals, and for the broader
goals of the family studies that included a search for
developmental neurobiological markers (Hill et al.,
1999b) and gene finding efforts (Hill et al., 2004).

2.3. Exclusion criteria for high-risk families

The DIS was administered to all available relatives
(adult probands, their siblings and parents [N90% of
first degree relatives]). Unavailable or deceased relatives
were diagnosed using a minimum of two family-history
reports. Targeted families were excluded if the proband
or his or her first-degree relatives showed evidence of
primary recurrent Major Depressive Disorder (MDD),
Bipolar Disorder (BD), Primary Drug Dependence
(PDD) (i.e., drug dependence preceded alcohol depen-
dence by 1 or more years) or Schizophrenia by DSM-III
criteria, the diagnostic system in place at the time the
studies were initiated. Presence of Axis II disorders was
not used as either an exclusionary or inclusionary
condition. No attempt was made to limit the psychiatric
disorders in “marrying in” spouses who represent the
parents of the children/adolescents reported here.
However, available spouses were diagnosed using the
same methods (DIS) as members of the “target”
families.

2.4. Selection of control families

Selection of control families was based on availability
of a pair of same sex adult siblings. Selection of families
was based on one of two methods. In the first method
(Control Group I — CPFFS Study), volunteers were
screened for Axis I psychopathology including alcohol
and drug dependence using the DIS. Control families
were selected if the volunteer's first-degree relatives
(parents and siblings) were similarly free of psycho-
pathology. In the second method (Control Group II —
BRFFS Study), volunteers from the same census tract
who indicated they had children between the ages of 8–
18 years were screened as a potential control family in
order to match the family to a high-risk family using
census tract information. The control parents of these
offspring were screened for parental alcohol or drug
dependence. Comparison of control groups I and II did
not reveal significant differences in socioeconomic
status (mean SES=44.22±11.8 SD for the CPFFS
controls and mean=45.99±11.66 SD for the BRFFS
controls), or in offspring rates of psychopathology in the
two control groups (rates of “any” diagnosis was not
significantly different [47.2% for CPFFS and 52.8% for
the BRFFS]) allowing for the two control groups to be
combined. (While these rates of “any disorder” may
appear high for control samples, it should be noted that
simple phobia and separation anxiety account for
approximately two-thirds of the positive cases in child-
hood.) Because the likelihood of having any diagnosis
was similar in both control groups, the present report is
based on the offspring from both types of control
families, included in an approximately equal number.

2.5. Participants

The minor offspring of HR proband pairs and their
adult siblings along with control offspring are currently
being followed in longitudinal initiatives and are the
subject of this report. Three generation pedigree
information for the HR offspring reveals an average of
4 first and second-degree relatives with alcohol
dependence.

A total of 378 children/adolescents (ages 8 to 18)
who were either at high (N=202) or low-risk (N=176)
for developing AD because of multiplex family
membership were assessed multiple times (usually
annually). High-risk (HR) and low-risk (LR) families
had been characterized clinically so that both primary
and secondary disorders of the parental generation were
known (See Table 1). High-risk offspring from multi-
plex pedigrees had varying nuclear family character-
istics: mother alcohol dependent but father not; father
alcohol dependent but mother not; neither alcohol
dependent; both alcohol dependent; and one or both
unknown (See Table 1). Both studies have ongoing
approval from the University of Pittsburgh Institutional
Review Board. Participants provided informed consent
at each follow-up visit. Children provided assent with
parental consent.

A total of 217 offspring (64 male and 60 female HR
[multiplex family] and 53 male and 40 female LR
controls) between the ages of 8 and 11 years completed
an average of 2.04±0.76 yearly evaluations (N=443
evaluations. A total of 338 offspring between the ages of
12–18 years completed 1295, an average of 3.83±0.12
assessments. These assessments completed during



Table 2
Lifetime prevalence of comorbid disorders (%) in parents with and
without alcohol dependence

Fathers (N=206 ) Mothers (N=330)

Alcohol
dependent

Not alcohol
dependent

Alcohol
dependent

Not alcohol
dependent

(N=66) (N=140) (N=113) (N=217)

Drug
dependence a

33.3 2.1 51.8 1.4

Major
depression b 13.6 14.3 33.6 23.0

Anxiety
disorders b

0.0 1.4 9.1 0.9

Any Axis I
comorbidity c 37.9 16.4 70.8 25.8

Antisocial
personality
disorder

34.4 0.0 34.6 0.5

a Secondary drug dependence (note proband alcoholics were
selected to be primary for alcohol dependence). Primary was defined
by the age of onset of the disorder. Onset of alcohol dependence
preceded onset of drug dependence by at least one year to be
considered primary. Individuals who were not alcoholic included those
from control families and unaffected relatives of alcoholics.
b All major depressive disorders and anxiety disorders were

secondary as defined by age of onset.
c Axis I disorders included in this percentage were drug dependence,

major depression, anxiety disorders, mania, and schizophrenia.

Table 1
Alcohol dependence diagnoses from direct interview of parents from
high risk three generation pedigrees

Father
alcohol
dependent

Father not
alcohol
dependent

Father's
diagnosis
unknown

Totals

Mother
alcohol
dependent

12 (5.9%) 8 (4.0%) a 84 (41.6%) b 104 (51.5%)

Mother not
alcohol
dependent

31 (15.3%) a 27 (13.4%) a 15 (7.4%) 73 (36.1%)

Mother's
diagnosis
unknown

15 (7.4%) 6 (3.0%) 4 (2.0%) 25 (12.4%)

Totals 58 (28.7%) 41 (20.3%) 103 (50.9%) 202

a One or both parents were not alcohol dependent in 66/202 cases or
32.7% of the high-risk offspring studied.
b This relatively high rate of unknown diagnoses among fathers was

due to the fact that alcohol dependent women in the BRFFS study often
did not know the current whereabouts of the biological father in order to
obtain direct interview of these men. Moreover, during the time the
study was being conducted, the University of Pittsburgh Institutional
Review Board decided that obtaining family history information about
individuals without their written consent would be prohibited.
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adolescence included 84 male and 98 female HR
offspring and 88 male and 68 female LR offspring. A
total of 177 participants completed assessments during
both childhood and adolescence.

2.6. Retention and completion of waves

Because the two studies are pedigree-based, available
offspring were of varying ages at study entry and
contributed differing number of assessments to the analyses
at any particular follow-up date. Retention has been
equivalent by risk group for both studies. The HR and
LR participants in the BRFFS study completed an average
of 3.63±0.22 (SE) waves and 4.35±0.22 (SE) waves,
respectively. For the CPFFS the HR subjects completed an
average of 6.09±0.35 evaluations while LR subjects
completed 4.57±0.39 evaluations. (To date, the CPFFS
follow-up has been longer so that a larger number of high-
risk evaluations have been completed.) All study partici-
pants provided informed consent at each follow-up visit.

2.7. Socioeconomic status and ethnicity

Socioeconomic status (SES) was determined for each
of the parents using the Four Factor Index of Social
Status (Hollingshead, 1975), a summary score based on
education and job occupation.
2.8. Child/adolescent assessment for DSM-III diagnoses

Each child/adolescent and his/her parentwere separately
administered the Schedule for Affective Disorders and
Schizophrenia (K-SADS) (Chambers et al., 1985) by
trained, Masters' level, clinical interviewers and an
advanced resident in child psychiatry at each annual
evaluation. Using DSM-III criteria that has been used
throughout the follow-up, K-SADS interviewers and the
resident independently provided scores for each diagnosis.
A best-estimate diagnosis based on these four blinded
interviews was completed in the presence of a third
clinician who facilitated discussion to resolve diagnostic
disagreements if needed.

2.9. Statistical analyses

Abreakdown of parental alcohol dependence diagnoses
may be seen in Table 1. Comorbidity is common in samples
of male and female alcoholics and can complicate the
interpretation of the presumed effects of parental alcohol
dependence or familial genetic susceptibility on offspring
psychopathology. Therefore, at the inception of the two
family studies exclusion criteria were in place to limit



Table 3
Adjusted odds ratios for developing an internalizing, externalizing or any diagnosis in childhood for offspring evaluated between the ages of 8 and 11 (N=217)

Absence of
internalizing
diagnosis

Presence of
internalizing
diagnosis

Odds
ratio⁎

95%
CFI

q-value Absence of
externalizing
diagnosis

Presence of
externalizing
diagnosis

Odds
ratio⁎

95%
CFI

q-value Absence
of any
diagnosis

Presence
of any
diagnosis

Odds
ratio⁎

95%
CFI

q-value

Low risk 77 16 86 7 72 21
(N=93) 82.8% 17.2% 92.5% 7.5% 77.4% 22.6%
High risk 100 24 1.18 0.58–2.42 0.978 99 25 6.12 2.15–17.42 0.024 81 43 2.23 1.16–4.28 0.096
(N=124) 80.6% 19.4% 79.8% 20.2% 65.3% 34.7%

Neither parent alcoholic 48 11 54 5 43 16
(N=59) 81.4% 18.6% 91.5% 8.5% 72.9% 27.1%
Either parent alcoholic 83 18 1.02 1.43–2.41 0.987 79 22 4.20 1.21–14.59 0.115 66 35 1.44 0.66–3.15 0.614
(N=101) 82.2% 17.8% 78.2% 21.8% 65.3% 34.7%

Mother not alcoholic 104 20 112 12 95 29
(N=124) 83.9% 16.1% 90.3% 9.7% 76.6% 23.4%
Mother alcoholic 47 13 1.99 0.82–4.84 0.312 43 17 4.23 1.64–10.83 0.024 34 26 3.43 1.58–7.46 0.024
(N=60) 78.3% 21.7% 71.7% 28.3% 56.7% 43.3%

Father not alcoholic 67 14 76 5 62 19
(N=81) 82.7% 17.3% 93.8% 6.2% 76.5% 23.5%
Father alcoholic 32 5 0.53 0.16–1.77 0.117 32 5 5.39 1.05–27.67 0.129 28 9 1.07 0.40–2.85 0.987
(N=37) 86.5% 13.5% 86.5% 13.5% 75.7% 24.3%

Neither parent depressed 57 10 61 6 51 16
(N=67) 85.1% 14.9% 91.0% 9.0% 76.1% 23.9%
Either parent depressed 38 12 1.80 0.69–4.69 0.508 44 6 1.20 0.34–4.26 0.987 36 14 1.16 0.48–2.82 0.987
(N=50) 76.0% 24.0% 88.0% 12.0% 72.0% 28.0%

Mother not depressed 129 23 128 24 109 43
(N=152) 84.9% 15.1% 84.2% 15.8% 71.7% 28.3%
Mother depressed 24 10 2.33 0.95–5.67 0.168 29 5 1.01 0.34–3.04 0.987 22 12 1.48 0.65–3.38 0.614
(N=34) 70.6% 29.4% 85.3% 14.7% 64.7% 35.3%

Father not depressed 87 16 95 8 79 24
(N=103) 84.5% 15.5% 92.2% 7.8% 76.7% 23.3%
Father depressed 12 2 0.95 0.19–4.88 0.987 13 1 0.88 0.09–8.47 0.987 12 2 0.45 0.09–2.25 0.614
(N=14) 85.7% 14.3% 92.9% 7.1% 85.7% 14.3%

Neither parent 63 12 69 6 57 18
Drug dependent 84.0% 16.0% 92.0% 8.0% 76.0% 24.0%
(N=75)
Either parent 43 7 1.05 0.35–3.13 0.987 36 14 3.75 1.12–12.58 0.117 34 16 1.30 0.53–3.21 0.915
Drug dependent 86.0% 14.0% 72.0% 28.0% 68.0% 32.0%
(N=50)

⁎Odds ratios were adjusted for the linear effects of gender, the number of repeated assessments and for sibling participation in the study.
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Table 4
Adjusted odds ratios for developing an internalizing, externalizing or any diagnosis in adolescence for offspring evaluated between the ages of 12 and 18 (N=338)

Absence of
internalizing
diagnosis

Presence of
internalizing
diagnosis

Odds
ratio⁎

95%
CFI

q-value Absence of
externalizing
diagnosis

Presence of
externalizing
diagnosis

Odds
ratio⁎

95%
CFI

q-value Absence
of any
diagnosis

Presence
of any
diagnosis

Odds
ratio⁎

95%
CFI

q-value

Low risk 130 26 132 24 112 44
(N=156) 83.3% 16.7% 84.6% 15.4% 71.8% 28.2%
High risk 130 52 1.91 1.11–3.29 0.043 102 80 4.85 2.80–8.40 b0.001 77 105 3.64 2.27–5.85 b0.001
(N=182) 71.4% 28.6% 56.0% 44.0% 42.3% 57.7%

Neither parent alcoholic 84 12 80 16 71 25
(N=96) 87.5% 12.5% 83.3% 16.7% 74.0% 26.0%
Either parent alcoholic 104 43 3.14 1.53–6.48 0.005 82 65 4.52 2.36–8.68 b0.001 61 86 4.74 2.62–8.57 b0.001
(N=147) 70.7% 29.3% 55.8% 44.2% 41.5% 58.5%

Mother not alcoholic 161 40 155 46 128 73
(N=201) 80.1% 19.9% 77.1% 22.9% 63.7% 36.3%
Mother alcoholic 60 22 1.89 0.98–3.66 0.079 41 41 5.34 2.82–10.09 b0.001 33 49 3.97 2.19–7.20 b0.001
(N=82) 73.2% 26.8% 50.0% 50.0% 40.2% 59.8%

Father not alcoholic 112 20 110 22 96 36
(N=132) 84.8% 15.2% 83.3% 16.7% 72.7% 27.3%
Father alcoholic 37 17 2.24 0.99–5.04 0.079 34 20 2.37 1.11–5.09 0.052 24 30 2.63 1.30–5.29 0.017
(N=54) 68.5% 31.5% 63.0% 37.0% 44.4% 55.6%

Neither parent depressed 88 20 85 23 68 40
(N=108) 81.5% 18.5% 78.7% 21.3% 63.0% 37.0%
Either parent depressed 72 27 1.95 0.98–3.87 0.079 68 31 1.89 0.99–3.63 0.079 55 44 1.57 0.88–2.81 0.164
(N=99) 72.7% 27.3% 68.7% 31.3% 55.6% 44.4%

Mother not depressed 178 45 154 69 127 96
(N=223) 79.8% 20.2% 69.1% 30.9% 57.0% 43.0%
Mother depressed 46 21 1.87 1.00–3.48 0.079 45 22 1.07 0.59–1.94 0.814 34 33 1.26 0.72–2.19 0.478
(N=67) 68.7% 31.3% 67.2% 32.8% 50.7% 49.3%

Father not depressed 129 34 125 38 101 62
(N=163) 79.1% 20.9% 76.7% 23.3% 62.0% 38.0%
Father depressed 22 6 1.41 0.50–3.97 0.544 19 9 1.86 0.75–4.69 0.215 17 11 1.36 0.57–3.23 0.531
(N=28) 78.6% 21.4% 67.9% 32.1% 60.7% 39.3%

Neither parent 106 23 102 27 87 42
Drug dependence 82.2% 17.8% 79.1% 20.9% 67.4% 32.6%
(N=129)
Either parent 50 20 2.23 1.05–4.71 0.068 36 34 4.17 2.08–8.34 b0.001 26 44 4.70 2.36–9.36 b0.001
Drug dependence 71.4% 28.6% 51.4% 48.6% 37.1% 62.9%
(N=70)

⁎Odds ratios were adjusted for the linear effects of gender, the number of repeated assessments and for sibling participation in the study.
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comorbidity (Table 2), remaining comorbidity was taken
into account statistically.

The first goal of the analyseswas to evaluate the effects
of familial risk status on the likelihood that offspring
would experience a psychiatric disorder during childhood
or adolescence (Tables 3 and 4). The second goal was to
evaluate the effects of having an alcohol or drug depen-
dent parent, or a parent with depression, on the likelihood
that the offspringwould experience an adverse psychiatric
outcome without stratifying by risk category. Risk status
and parental pathology are not synonymous in this
sample. Some high-risk offspring from our multiplex
pedigrees did not have an alcohol dependent parent (e.g.,
offspring of the nonalcoholic siblings of proband alcohol
dependent individuals). The presence of a disorder at any
annual visit during the developmental period of interest
(adolescence or childhood) was coded as positive for that
period. Odds ratios were adjusted for the varying number
of assessments, offspring gender, and number of siblings
in the family using the obtained coefficients from the
logistic regression performed (SPSS version 14).

To evaluate the effects of parental psychopathology or
risk group status on offspring outcome,K-SADSdiagnoses
were analyzed by grouping diagnoses into internalizing or
externalizing groups and by presence of “any” diagnosis
(Tables 3 and 4). Grouping allowed for sufficient power to
Table 5
Relative risks (odds ratios) of children having a DSM-III diagnosis with the

Childhood (ages 8–11)

(N=217)

Diagnoses LR
(N=93)

HR
(N=124)

Odds
ratio

95%
confidence
interval

Depression 1 4
Mania 0 0
Bulimia 0 0
Panic attacks 0 0
Separation anxiety 6 8 0.94 (0.30–2.88
Phobia 12 17 1.05 (0.46–2.37
OCD 1 2
Generalized anxiety 0 0
Conduct disorder 0 5
Psychosis 0 0
Attention deficit Disorder 7 21 4.28 (1.53–11.9
Oppositional disorder 2 15 21.09 (3.48–127
Alcohol abuse 0 0
Drug abuse 0 0
Alcohol dependence 0 0
Drug dependence 0 0
Either alcohol or drug abuse
Either alcohol or drug dependence

a Odds ratios were adjusted for gender, other siblings in the analysis, and th
(ages 7–11 or 12–18).
adequately test the models. The internalizing disorder
group includedmood (MDD,mania), anxiety (Generalized
Anxiety Disorder [GAD], Panic Disorder [PD], Phobias,
Overanxious Disorder [OAD], Separation Anxiety [SA]),
and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD). Externalizing
disorders included CD, ADHD,ODD, andAlcohol Abuse,
Alcohol Dependence, DrugAbuse, and Drug Dependence.

Because of the large number of comparisons required
to evaluate parental and risk group effects (Tables 3 and
4), an adjustment for false discovery rate (FDR) was
performed for these comparisons. This approach, origin-
ally proposed by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995), treats
the P-values as ordered statistics (using ranks) and
computes corresponding q-values which are then direct-
ly compared to the FDR chosen. The most conservative
option was chosen.

The third goal was to provide rates of individual
diagnoses by risk group, for each developmental period
(childhood [8–11] and adolescence [12–18]) (See Table 5).
Our fourth goal was to examine the age of onset of
disorders in association with risk group. Because the
participants entered the study at varying ages and the age at
most recent follow-up varied, Kaplan–Meier models were
used allowing for censoring the data (Fig. 1). Data were
collected annually through age 19 allowing for determina-
tion of onset to within one year.
specified independent variable

Adolescence (ages 12–18)

(N=338)

P-value LR
(N=156)

HR
(N=182)

Odds
ratio

95%
confidence
Interval

P-value

NS 6 27 4.40 a (1.72–11.26) 0.002
0 1
0 1
1 3 NS

) NS 3 1 NS
) NS 22 29 1.14 NS

NS 1 4 NS
2 2 NS
6 39 7.42 (2.98–18.43) b0.001
0 1

4) 0.006 8 24 4.25 (1.72–10.51) 0.002
.98) 0.001 11 50 6.13 (2.95–12.76) b0.001

6 16 1.92 NS
3 14 4.43 (1.21–16.20) 0.024
10 13 0.78 NS
2 18 13.64 (2.85–65.15) 0.001
6 26 3.73 (1.47–9.44) 0.005
10 27 2.50 (1.10–5.65) 0.028

e number of evaluations performed during each developmental period
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3. Results

3.1. Socioeconomic status and minority membership

Statistically significant differences in SESwere not seen
between the two studies justifying the merging of the data
from each of them, though minor risk group differences
within studies were seen. For CPFFS participants SES
values were: HR=38.2±10.6 and LR=44.2±11.76,
adjacent Hollingshead strata. For the BRFFS study:
HR=36.2±12.6 andLR=45.9±11.7. The overall minority
rate in our series of families is 13%.

3.2. Risk status, parental psychopathology, and
childhood disorders (ages 8–11)

Multiplex familial high-risk status increased the odds
that 8–11 year old children would have an externalizing
disorder (odds ratio=6.12, q=0.024). The likelihood
Fig. 1. Upper left panel: cumulative survival for substance dependence
(either alcohol or drug dependence) by risk group status. Note the
earlier onset of dependence in the high-risk group. Upper right panel:
cumulative survival for substance abuse (alcohol or drug abuse) by risk
group status. Note the earlier onset of dependence in the high-risk
group. Upper Left Panel: Cumulative survival for major depressive
disorder by risk group status. It is widely known that high-risk
offspring are at greater risk for externalizing disorders of childhood
and adolescence. These findings illustrate that offspring from multi-
plex for AD families are also at increased risk for depression. Lower
right panel: cumulative survival for Conduct Disorder by risk group
status. Note that over 20% of the high-risk group meet criteria for
conduct disorder by age 19.
that offspring would experience some form of psycho-
pathology before the age of 12 was elevated in
association with maternal alcoholism (odds ratio=3.43,
q=0.024). These children of AD mothers showed an
increased risk for externalizing disorders (odds
ratio=4.23, q=0.024) that was not seen in offspring of
alcohol dependent fathers (Table 3). Interestingly,
parental drug dependence or depression (neither or
either parent affected) did not appear to increase risk for
externalizing or internalizing psychopathology in child-
hood. When analyzed separately by parent, mother or
father, none of the comparisons were significant for
presence of an internalizing disorder in young children.

3.3. Risk status, parental psychopathology and
adolescent disorders (ages 12–18)

In comparison to controls, adolescents with multiplex
familial risk for developing alcohol dependence had a 3.6-
fold higher odds of experiencing a psychiatric disorder in
adolescence (qb0.001; see Table 4), with elevations for
both internalizing (odds ratio=1.91, q=0.043) and exter-
nalizing disorders (odds ratio=4.85, qb0.001). The odds
of having “any” diagnosis in adolescence was higher for
adolescents whose mothers were alcohol dependent
compared to those without AD (odds ratio=3.97,
qb0.001), as it was for externalizing disorders (odds
ratio=5.34, qb0.001) (Table 4). Having an AD father also
increased the odds that adolescents would experience one
or more psychiatric disorders (odds ratio=2.63, q=0.017)
including having an externalizing disorder (odds
ratio=2.37, q=0.052). Overall, similar results were seen
whether the parent who was alcohol dependent was the
mother or the father, or whether the familial risk dimension
was used as a predictor.

Parental drug dependence was associated with
increased odds that the adolescent would have an
externalizing disorder (odds ratio=4.17, qb0.001). The
presence of a depressive disorder in the mother, but not
the father increased the risk that the adolescent offspring
would have an internalizing disorder (odds ratio=1.87,
q=0.079) though this was only a trend (See Table 4).

3.4. Relative risks for specific diagnoses in childhood
and adolescence

In order to have sufficient power to test the effects
of familial/genetic risk and parental diagnoses, indivi-
dual diagnoses were collapsed into broader categories
of internalizing and externalizing psychopathology or
“any” psychopathology. In order to place the present
results in context of other findings, this section
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characterizes the increased risk associated with familial
background and specific disorders.

During childhood, offspring from high-risk families
were significantly more likely to receive a diagnosis of
ADHD (P=0.006) and ODD (P=0.001) than were low-
risk controls (Table 5). During adolescence ADHD
(P=0.002), ODD (Pb0.001), Conduct Disorder
(Pb0.001), Drug Abuse (P=0.024) and Drug Depen-
dence (P=0.001) were elevated in association with
being a member of a multiplex family. Significant risk
group differences were also seen for Major Depressive
Disorder (P=0.002) (Table 5).

Kaplan–Meier survival models were used to deter-
mine the age of onset for Conduct Disorder, Drug or
Alcohol Abuse, Drug or Alcohol Dependence and
Major Depressive Disorder using familial risk status as
an explanatory variable and tested with a Tarone–Ware
statistic (see Fig. 1). Survival time was significantly
shorter for high-risk offspring with “loss of survival”
beginning to occur at about age 12. For major depressive
disorder, χ2 =9.12, df=1, P=0.003; for Drug or Alcohol
Abuse, χ2 =9.98, df=1, P=0.002; for Alcohol or Drug
Dependence χ2 =5.79, df=1, P=0.016; and for Conduct
Disorder χ2 =20.12, df=1, Pb0.001. These results
indicate that high-risk offspring not only have greater
incidence of these disorders as shown in Table 5, but
also have an earlier onset as well.

3.5. Combined model

The influence of familial risk, parental alcohol or
drug dependence and parental depression was evaluated
in separate models due to missing data considerations.
Specifically, all of the offspring could be classified by
risk status of the pedigree from which they were drawn.
Parental alcohol or drug dependence was not always
possible to determine. Some of the probands did not
know the whereabouts of the co-parent of the child.
Analysis of all variables in one hierarchical model
would have been more parsimonious but would suffer
from problems associated with missing data for the
parental diagnostic classification in some cases.

A combined model was used to evaluate the effects
of risk status, parental alcohol or drug dependence, and
parental depression on adolescent outcome (MDD and
AD). Comparisons were made adjusting for number of
siblings and the number of repeated measures. For the
presence of MDD in adolescence, presence of parental
alcohol or drug dependence, depression, and familial
risk status were entered into the model to determine the
significance of each of the variables to the model. This
analysis revealed that MDD in adolescent offspring
showed a significant association for only the case where
either parent was alcohol dependent (Wald=6.50, df =1,
P=0.011). The same parental variables when entered for
adolescent AD outcome by age 18 showed a significant
association with having either parent alcohol dependent
(Wald=7.07, df =1, P=0.008). Having either parent
drug dependent or depressed did not elevate adolescent
AD when tested within this model. When adolescent
AD was tested in a model that simultaneously evaluated
parental AD and multiplex risk status, only membership
in a multiplex family showed a trend indicating an
association (Wald=3.66, df =1, P=0.056). However,
when either alcohol or drug dependence in adolescence
was considered as the outcome variable, only parental
alcohol dependence was associated with increased risk
(Wald=7.82, df=1, P=0.005); familial risk was not.

3.6. Risk status, change and persistence of disorders
from childhood to adolescence

To specifically examine the pattern of change from
childhood to adolescence in relation to risk group status,
the offspring were divided into four groups: those with
no diagnosis in either period, those with a diagnosis only
in childhood, those with a diagnosis in adolescence only,
and those with a diagnosis in both periods. Of the 55
low-risk children who were without a diagnosis during
childhood only 13 cases or (23.6%) developed a
disorder during adolescence. In contrast, of the 72
high-risk children who were free of all diagnoses during
the multiple times they were evaluated in childhood, 35
cases or (48.6%) had a diagnosis during the adolescent
follow up. The odds of developing a diagnosis during
adolescence in offspring who had previously been free
of diagnosable illness in childhood was significantly
higher for high-risk children than that for low-risk
children (odds ratio=3.06, P=0.005). Also, for those
children who had a diagnosis in childhood, a greater
proportion of high-risk (78.1%) compared to low-risk
(55.6%) children reported persistence of that disorder
into adolescence, though the proportion was not
statistically significant.

4. Discussion

4.1. Confirmation and extension of previous findings

The offspring from these families with multiple cases
of alcohol dependence were found to be at increased risk
for several psychiatric disorders (ADHD, CD, ODD,
MDD, and Drug Abuse/Dependence), especially Con-
duct Disorder (21.4%) and MDD (14.8%). The present
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results confirm previous studies (Earls et al., 1988;
Hussong et al., 1988; Reich et al., 1993; Hill and Muka,
1996; Hill et al., 1999a, 2000; Kuperman et al., 1999;
Merikangas and Avenevoli, 2000; Ohannessian et al.,
2004) showing that high-risk offspring of alcoholic
parents are at elevated risk for CD, ODD, ADHD, and
substance use disorders, or externalizing disorders.
However, the present results show higher rates than
those reported in other studies (Hussong et al., 1988;
Merikangas et al., 1998; Kuperman et al., 1999; Clark et
al., 2004). As one comparison, a Pittsburgh sample
(Clark et al., 2004) of unselected offspring of substance
use disorder parents found rates of 2.4% for CD and
2.3% for MDD. The most obvious difference in the two
samples is the greater familial/genetic loading for
alcohol dependence in our multiplex families.

Multiplex ascertainment appears to lead to increased
segregation of susceptibility genes and their intermedi-
ate phenotypes (Smalley et al., 2000). A clustering of
childhood traits (ADHD, CD, and ODD) appear to be
associated with adult alcohol dependence in unselected
samples (Earls et al., 1988; Reich et al., 1993;Merikangas
and Avenevoli, 2000; Clark et al., 2004) and in samples
derived from multiplex ascertainment (Kuperman et al.,
1999; Ohannessian et al., 2004).

4.2. New findings

A significant elevation in depressive disorders
(MDD) during adolescence was seen in association
with risk status. Because some of the adolescents did not
have a parent with AD but did come from multiplex
pedigrees in which four first and second degree relatives
had been diagnosed with alcohol dependence, elevation
of MDD seen in these adolescents points to familial
transmission that goes beyond the presence of an
alcohol dependent parent.

The impact of parental depression on offspring
differed by developmental period with minimal impact
seen in younger children (8 and 11 years) while maternal
depression occurring when the offspring were adoles-
cents did appear to influence the likelihood that the
offspring would experience an internalizing disorder,
though the effect was not significant. Similarly, parental
drug dependence when offspring were children did not
elevate the offspring's risk for psychopathology, but
during adolescence the risk for developing externalizing
disorders or “any disorder” was greatly elevated in
association with parental drug dependence.

The design of the study allowed for comparison of
parental alcohol dependence (AD) with risk status
(multiplex alcohol dependence or control). Participant
offspring had been identified through families contain-
ing two adult same-sex alcoholic siblings. Some
offspring from high-risk families did not have alcoholic
parents though they had multiple aunts, uncles or
grandparents with alcoholism. Results obtained using
presence or absence of multiplex familial risk status are
largely consistent with those obtained when analyses are
performed using the presence or absence of parental
alcoholism. In other words, youngsters from multiplex
pedigrees have elevated risk for a number of disorders
even if they do not have an AD parent.

Although the elevated risk seen in offspring of
alcoholics has often been attributed to the alcoholism
diagnosis of the parent, it is clear that significant
comorbidity would be expected in these parents. Helzer
and Pryzbeck (1985) have shown that alcoholic
individuals drawn from community samples have
increased odds for having other psychiatric disorders.
The present longitudinal studies were designed to
reduce comorbidity in the parents of these offspring
through selection of only those families where the
proband had an alcoholism diagnosis before becoming
drug dependent or before developing MDD, so that any
comorbidity was secondary. Nevertheless, some comor-
bidity remains using this selection strategy and this
comorbidity appears to influence outcome of offspring.

A comment is needed regarding the significant
elevation in drug abuse and dependence but not alcohol
abuse or dependence in these offspring selected for
multiplex alcohol dependence. Greater availability of
drugs in the offspring generation may have increased the
likelihood that this generation would become dependent
on drugs. Also, as these offspring move through young
adulthood patterns of use it may be expected that
patterns are likely to change with increased consump-
tion of alcohol and decreased use of street drugs. Long
term follow-up is ongoing to determine the type and
pattern of alcohol and drug exposure and consequent
dependence.

4.3. Limitations and advances of the study

In spite of the valuable data set that our two family
studies offer, some possible limitations must be
mentioned. In order to have a sufficiently large number
of cases to evaluate the odds ratios for any particular
disorder, analyses were based on the presence of a
disorder at any time during the developmental period
examined. Although steps were taken to adjust for this
variation, children evaluated a larger number of times
would have more opportunity to exhibit the disorder
than those with fewer evaluations. Alternatively, this
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may be viewed as an opportunity to increase the
reliability of assessment. While future publications will
address the stability of diagnosis across waves using
latent growth models, the purpose of the present
analyses were to address the issue of familial/genetic
loading and parental diagnosis on outcome of offspring
during the child and adolescent periods.

The two proband selection criteria used in the present
study oversamples families at the extreme end of the
distribution of AD families, possibly limiting the
generalizability of findings obtained. Obviously, the
next step will be to test similar hypotheses concerning
the effects of parental diagnosis on offspring using
community samples that are not highly selected for
parental subtypes.

The present results provide several suggestions for
prevention and treatment of substance use disorders and
offer new questions for future research. First, it appears
that offspring of alcoholic parents are more vulnerable
to developing a psychiatric disorder during adolescence
than in childhood. Multiple assessments of high and
low-risk children and adolescents has revealed that
children who are free of illness in childhood are
relatively more likely to be free of psychiatric illness
in adolescence though a significantly greater number of
high-risk children without a disorder in childhood
developed a new diagnosis during adolescence than
did controls. It also appears that absence of a childhood
diagnosis predicts an absence of a diagnosis in
adolescence for control children much better than it
does for high-risk offspring. Adolescence appears to be
an especially vulnerable period for youngsters with
familial/genetic background suggestive of greater alco-
hol use disorder susceptibility. Nevertheless, 22% of
high-risk children were free of illness during adoles-
cence. These offspring are especially interesting because
of their resiliency. We have previously noted that
offspring of alcohol dependent mothers are more likely
to escape diagnosable problems if the co-parent is
without alcohol or drug dependency (Hill and Muka,
1996). However, other factors contributed to improved
resiliency may be present that are yet to be identified.

A comment is needed regarding the relatively high
rate of ASPD (34%) in mothers with AD. These mothers
came from the BRFFS study and were members of a
proband pair of alcohol dependent sisters. Because
ascertainment through two AD sisters can be expected
to increase the disease susceptibility within these
families, comborbid conditions can be expected to be
increased as well. Alcohol dependent women show
elevated rates of ASPD relative to women without AD
(Helzer et al., 1985). Because the offspring were at
increased liability for disorders in their parents, it may
be expected that the offspring were frequently diag-
nosed with CD.

Although it is well-known that CD of youth and
ASPD in adulthood are concomitants of alcohol and
drug dependence, we would be remiss in focusing only
on externalizing disorders in high-risk offspring. The
adolescents in the present study were 4.4 times more
likely to suffer from a depressive disorder than their
low-risk cohorts. This suggests the need to identify these
problems in vulnerable youth with an eye toward
prevention of more serious problems including suicide.

The present studies are ongoing and include a young-
adult component that will track the offspring into one of
the most vulnerable periods for emergence of substance
abuse disorders and allow for determining the impact of
child and adolescent disorders on the emergence of
psychiatric disorders in young adulthood.
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